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How to view someone's snapchat story online

Photo: Flickr/Blogtrepreneur Earlier this year, Snapchat re-rolled a well-established re-roll to make it a little easier for newcomers to understand the confusing social network. But the new layout is flopped, and now Snapchat is accepting defeat with a second redesign that undoes almost all these changes. Here's what you need to know about using the
redesigned Snapchat.How. If you don't have an app yet, try closing and restarting the app, or check if your app store (iOS or Android) is available there. It is possible that the new design will still be available to some people. If it's not visible yet, hold it tight and give it a little more time. How to Find Stories and Messages One of the biggest problems with
Snapchat's previous redesign was that it collected everything from your friends (public Stories and private Messages) into a single page. This latest update does not do a pretty good job of fixing it by returning to the old order. G/O Media you can take a commission Screenshot: Jacob Kleinman From the app's homepage, swipe left to find the new Friends
page. Here you can see all your private conversations, group chats and all your Snaps sent directly to you. This is also your destination to add new friends. Swipe right from the home page to see public Stories. At the top of the page you need to see a series of Stories shared by your real friends. Just below you'll find your Subscriptions (all the celebrities you
follow) and the Discover section below (well-produced content from media companies and brands you'll probably ignore). Snapchat is making a brand new update that makes it even easier for your friends to find you... Read MoreTomatic Progress JobsSnapchat turned watching Stories into a more comfortable experience when it added the first autoprogression. As soon as a Story was finished, the next one would automatically play (though stuck between ads every once in a while). With the first major redesign, Snapchat has added preview screens between each Story so you don't accidentally watch a Snap from your ex or a friend in your feud (this may sound silly, but remember that you can see
who's watching everyone's stories). The new update keeps these preview screens, but only for your friends' Stories. Messages from celebrities and brands will play automatically. That's a good thing if you're worried about watching unwanted Snaps, but it's a little frustrating if you just sit back and want to see some Stories. In general, although this update
sounds like a step in the right direction that you need to make a much easier part of using Snapchat - at least until the next one is reinstalled. For a long time, if you wanted the best of Instagram, you had to go to the app. if you are using the desktop, if you are using the desktop, when you use your phone, it can be frustrating. While slowly but surely, social
media has brought more app features to your favorite Instagram website. One of the features you can enjoy both in the app and online is Stories. Related Cyber Monday deals: More than 500 million accounts currently use Stories every day, according to Instagram. I'm not surprised. You can addict these little glimpses into the lives of friends, family members
and complete strangers. If you haven't figured out how to feed your addiction using the Instagram website, here's how to view Instagram Stories on your computer. With The View Stories mouse button on your computer, stories are very similar to looking at Stories in the app. Stories are always on the home page. It's just a different place. In the app, you'll
always see Stories at the top of the home page. On your computer, they are located on the right side of the home page. Therefore, to find Stories, go to Instagram.com (not your profile page). Then take a look at the bottom of your profile picture and name on the right side of the screen. There you will find Stories. Using the scroll bar, you can browse Stories
and click on a photo to view Story. Do you want it all? Click Watch All at the top of the Stories box to open a new screen that will allow you to track all of them. When you're done watching, click X in the upper right corner to leave Story. Story features that are just apps are some Story features that still don't work on the website. Unfortunately, there is no way
to mute Stories of an account without going to the app. Still, you can report an inappropriate Story by clicking on the menu icon at the top of the screen when you view a story. Also, there is no way to upload your own story at this time. Beware, just like in practice, once you look at someone's Story, it can see that you are looking at it. I mean, if you're crawling
on your ex or an ex-boss, they'll know. However, tracking views can only be accessed using the application. Editor's Recommendations April 14, 2017 2 min read This story originally appeared on PCMag Watch out, Snapchat. Instagram announced Thursday that more than 200 million people now use the Stories feature every day. This is quite impressive,
given that Instagram launched the Snapchat ripoff just eight months ago, but you may be wondering why the Facebook-owned social network apparently call out the random number. Here's why: On average, 158 million people use Snapchat every day, on average, as competitor Snapchat revealed in its February IPO filing. So basically, instagram is low key
to boasting that its Stories feature is now more popular than Snapchat. To be honest, Snapchat's numbers were from two months ago, so the app it is highly likely that the number of active users will increase since then. Either way, he can say that. He can say. The stories give Snapchat serious competition. Meanwhile, Instagram today introduced some new
tools, including the ability to turn selfie into a tag. When you take a photo or video and tap the smiley face, you'll see a new tag with a camera icon that lets you take a mini selfie. Said. You can then pin your selfie tag to a specific point in a video. To do this, tap and hold the sticker, place it where you want it, and confirm by tapping the Pin key. Instagram also
introduced geostickers for those in Chicago, London, Madrid and Tokyo. These are basically the same thing as Snapchat's geofilters: cute graphic stickers that are only available in certain places. It will also now be easier to access your favorite Instagram stickers. Tap the smiley face and swipe right to see all the stickers you've used recently. Finally, when
recording a video using Hands-Free mode, you will now see a timer that shows when the video will start. Snapchat's Story feature is a great way to share with friends what's going on in your life right now. The problem is that because it integrates with Snapchat's regular messaging, it's very easy to accidentally post a Snap made for a specific person to your
story. Obviously, it's embarrassing, you can get fast ... It's not what I know. RELATED NEWS: What is Snapchat? In such a case, let's look at how to delete a Snap that you accidentally uploaded to your Story. Go to the Stories screen on Snapchat. Tap the three small points next to your Story to see a list of Snaps in your story. Tap the Snap you want to
delete to open it. When you tap the trash icon, you'll be asked if you really want to delete Snap. When you touched Sil, it went away for good. If you're out of your mind, tap Cancel. Snapchat is about transparency. You can always see exactly who saw your story and, most importantly, if there are any screenshots until they disappear. Here's how you do it.
RELATED NEWS: What is Snapchat? Go to the Stories screen on Snapchat and tap the three small points next to your Story to see all the Snaps. Next to each Snap you'll see a number and a purple eyeball. How many people have viewed your shot so many times? If everyone is considered to have taken a screenshot, there will also be a green triangle. The
number next to it is how many screenshots were taken. Tap A Snap and Swipe Up to see a list of all the people who viewed your Snap. Anyone who take a screenshot of your snap is highlighted in green. You can only see this information when the Story is still live, so be sure to check it out before it expires! Snapchat is already a go-to social network for
millennials and teens, and access is now growing. You can share your life with photos that automatically disappear. Job interview in a few years. But most of the time, the photos are less incriminatory, and more memorabilia is a fun night out. When that happens, you don't want them to get lost in the ether. Sure, you can save them by hand, but they are easy
to forget. The best thing to do is set up your Snapchat Stories as automatically saved. So you get the memories and no one else can take the dangerous photos. Here's how you do it. RELATED NEWS: What is Snapchat? Open Snapchat and swipe down on the camera screen. Tap the gear icon, and then choose Memories. Flip the Autosave Stories key.
From Save... Menu, you can choose whether you want your Stories to save to Your Memories or Memories and phone. I recommend Memories and Camera Roll. That's it. Now all your Stories are saved automatically so you don't have to worry about good photos disappearing with baddies. You can temporarily close it, whether it's a break from a friend's
stories with too many unnecessary videos of their new cat, or a little tap on a group's stories about an ongoing topic. When you mute a person's stories, their profile doesn't appear at the top of the flow of your stories when they add new stories. Stories of a quiet friend also don't appear as subsequent stories when you watch the latest news from your friends.
The benefits are that you don't have to remove a friend to stop seeing their stories, and you can keep sending and receiving instant messages like normal. If you're quiet, you'll never be notified of it, and yet you still have the option to view their stories by scrolling below the flow of your stories. When you want to start seeing stories again for someone you're
quieting, you can close stories at any time. Unsplash You can only mute stories for friends, groups, and popular news you subscribe to. In other words, if you've added a celebrity or brand to watch their public stories, you can't mute their story (most likely because you're not friends-you just added it). Find the friend, group, or popular story you want to mute.
You can find this on the Conversations tab or by searching for them. Tap your friend, group, or popular story name to open the relevant profile page. Tap the three vertical dots in the upper right corner. Select Silent Story, the transition inn from the list of options that appear to turn blue. When this friend, group or popular story is muted for the first time,
Snapchat will ask for your approval. Tap Mute to confirm. At the bottom of the screen, tap Done. The Silent Story button will open and you will no longer appear at the top of your news feed or while you're watching stories. Mute a friend or group So you can see their stories again, as easy as silencing them. For any friend or group you've muted, follow the
steps above and choose Silent Story. Select. He may already be aware that Snapchat has the ability not to bother, which is basically the silencing feature for notifications from a particular friend or group. Mute is definitely for stories, the do not disturb feature is for everything else, including photo shoots, video snaps and chat messages. Both allow you to
check the news or messages at your discretion without removing your friends, leaving the group or having to block your friends, which completely disconnects you from them. If you remove a friend, you need to re-add them to start seeing their stories again and send them messages. If you are going to leave a group, you must be invited back to the group by
the group builder; if you block a friend, you need to remove obstacles and then re-add them as friends. Friend.
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